Emerging Resilience: S.O.D.A. I Sustainable Open Design Award
Saturday, 6th October 2018

DICAM (Department of Civil, Mechanical and Environmental Engineering) of the University of Trento is inviting you to join Biennale Session on 6th October 2018.

The event will took place in the context of Biennale Sessions, special project for Higher Education Institutions at La Biennale di Venezia’s 16th International Architecture Exhibition, in the spaces of Arsenale. Five mediterranean universities (Pescara, Genova, Patras, Ancona and Trento) will exchange on the topic of Emerging Resilience through a presentation of students’ projects of landscape or building design studios.

Resilience has a very broad meaning, which comes from Physics, that is used to define a material able to return back to its original shape after a deformation. While referring to complex systems resilience is the ability of the system to react to changes to recover its functionality. The aim is to combine the different possible interpretations to new territorial challenges: adaptively react to contemporary sudden changes.

The program will include a meeting at Montenegro pavillion that is focused on the topic of resilience; its title being “EMERGING RESILIENCE. Reimagining voids through sharing values”.

Through a journey/performance we’ll move towards Biennale Sessions spaces to present students’ projects and select the best project on Emerging Resilience, the journey then continue on San Giorgio Island to visit Vatican Pavilions to end at Montenegro pavillion to award the best project.